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L. B. DeFleur \ FOSR - 78-3627

Annual Tecnnical Report

With the recent increase of women in the Air Force and the projected

growth of career women officers, the subject of sex differences as they relate

to job performance and selection, career motivation, and a variety of social-

psychological areas is of great relevance to the Air Force. Although there has

been a recent increase in research in some of these areas, there still is

relatively little concerning women in military organizations. This project

is part of an attempt to increase knowledge in these areas.

The principal focus is a longitudinal study of the sex-integration process

at thU S Air Fc:: ".-ademy including a ccmparison of the careers of male

and female cadets. The females in this study are cadets in the first integrated

class who have been matched with a comparable group of males from the same class.

This sample has received questionnaires at least once and sometimes twice

a year. :n addition several samples of males from other classes have been

queried.

A wide range of measures are in use including standardized scales as well

as some that have been developed specifically for a military settinq. The

topics covered include general career aspirations and expectations, military

career choices, development of military orientations, sources of personal

support, patterns of cadet associations, perceptions of the sex-integration

process, attitudes toward women's roles and marriage and family orientations.

The assessment instruments are given on alternating questionnaire adminis-

trations in order to provide the broadest possible coverage of variables. In

addition, a wide range of institutional information is being compiled on each

cadet over the four year period. All of this information is incorporated

into a master file. While major data analyses on this file will be carried

out after the last administration, ongoing analyses of a number of current
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issues have been completed. Much of the initial work on the project was done

while the Principal Investigator was a visiting professor at the Air Force Academy.

In this report, we will focus primarily on a number of specific aspects of the

project that were completed during the first year of AFOSR support, 1978-1979.

Research objectives which were stated for the first grant period included

the following:

I. Update the longitudinal master file to include the December 1977

questionnaire results and information from institutional records.

2. The initiation of descriptive and inferential statistical analyses

using data from December 1977 questionnaire and some prior information.

3. A review of the women's integration literature in relation to topics

in research project.

4. The development of computer programs in order to test changes over

time in repeated measures on sample.

5. The preparation of reports for Air Force Office of Scientific Research

and professional papers from ongoing data analyses.

6. Questionnaire construction for administration in December 1978 which

will contain new scales as well as some items from prior questionnaires.

7. Questionnaire administration to matched sample of male and female

cadets.

8. Update longitudinal data file nclude information from January

1979 questionnaire and information from institutional records.

9. Prelimindry statistical analyses of data from January 1979 questionnaire.

Substantial progress was made toward most of these objectives. This was

, hod both at WSU and at the Department of Behavioral SJeinL(e at the

Air Force Academy. During July 1978, tne prinripal inveqtiqator, L. DeFleur,

spent a month at the Academy and made several trips during the year to facilitate

the collaborative elort.
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The majority of stated objectives were completed during the specified

period. For example, most of the updating of data files has been accomplished

including the calculation of a number of scale scores. In addition, a number

of descriptive statistics were run on data from both the December 1977 and

January 1979 questionnaires. Some of the data were used in the preparation of

professional papers as well as briefings to military and non-military groups.

Utilizing data from the December 1977 questionnaire, as well some

background information, a paper and subsequent journal article were prepared.

This article, "Cadet Beliefs, Attitudes and Interactions During the Early

Phases of Sex Integration", was published in the Youth and Society journal

in Dec. 1978. Reprints are attached. The preparation of this article also

involved substantial scientific literature concerning the integration of minority

groups, changing sex roles and military socialization. This review also was

useful in the preparation of subsequent questionnaires.

During the Fall Semester, 1978, work was completed on the design of a

questionnaire for December or January use. It was administered by the Department

of Behavioral Science to the matched sample of males and females in January 1979.

Some questions on this instrument probed perceived problem areas of sex-integration;

others asked about cadet attitudes, perceptions and orientations concerning sex

roles, and other items co;icerned plans for the integration of career, marriage

and family.

Most of the data from the January 1979 questionnaire have been incorporated

into the master file and some descriptive analyses have been completed. These

results were used in the preparation of a professional paper which was presented

aT a Conference of the Inter-University Seiifrtar on Armed Forces and Society in

May 1979. This paper focused on the career, marriage and family orientations

of future Air Fnrce officers. It examined their future plans, and asked about
current relat-onrhinc ,ith n . Thfsi -,nri.nhl% ahp, I t 0

to cadet attitudes concerning changing sex-roies. Additional data analyses are

underway in order to expanG and revise the paper for journal publication.
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We are still in the process of ai"ding institutional information on each

cadet to the master file. In addition, we have yet to develop the computer

programs that will be used in the analysis of change. This wilt be part of the

current year's activities and it is anticipated that many other tasks will

be comparcble to past work.

During the past year, the principal investigator, (L. B. DeFleur) has

made a number of presentations, based upon project data, to many different groups.

For example, as discussed above, a paper reporting career, marriage and family

orientations of cadets was presented at a Spring meeting of the Inter-University

Seminar on Armed Forces and Society. This was held at the Naval Postgraduate

School and provided an opportunity to share information with a number of

interservice personnel as well as uivilians.

More general talks on problems of sex-integration in military organizations

have been given to several organizations. Professor DeFleur presented materials

to Army ROTC classes at Washington State University and to the Faculty Social

Science Colloquium. In addition, she talked to the Washington-Idaho Association

of Faculty Women and the Intermountain division of the International Organization

of Women Pilots.

Professor DeFleur also has consulted with personnel at the Air Force

Academy. She presented briefings from project results to Lt. Gen. Tallman,

Superintendent, as well as Brig. Gen. Richards, Commandant of Cadets, and

Brig. Gen. Orth, Dean of the Faculty. In addition, during the July 1978

visit of Antonia Chayes, Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Manpower and

Personnel, a briefing was presented which outlined results from the present

project as well as from several smaller studies.

The coitent of these presentations has varied depending on the interests

and needs of the audience. Usually they include a brief background concerning

the changing numbers and positions of womef1 in the military and general problems
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of the integration of minorities into organizations. Then some information is

provided about the specific setting and background of the present project---

sex-integration at the U S Air Force Academy. This leads into the presentation

of project data. Some groups were interested in comparisons between mer and

women in terms of their characteristics, skills and orientations while others

wanted to know more about attitudes, beliefs and interactions during the inte-

oration process. Of course, the Academy has been most interested in the military

socialization of cadets, development of career orientations and similar topics.

Thus, presentations utilized project information selectively depending on the

interests of the specific audience.

During the period covered by this report, the main professional personnel

associated with the project have been:

Dr. L. DeFleur - Principal Investigator - Washington State University

Capt. David Gillman - Collaborator - U S Air Force Academy

Capt. Dickie Harris - Collaborator - U S Air Force Academy

The publications resulting from the project and manuscripts in preparation

include:

"Sex Integration of the U.S. Air Force Academy" Armed Forces and Eocieti,
Vol. 4, No. 4, (August) 1978 (with D. Gillman and W. Marshak), pp.607-622.

"Cadet Beliefs, Attitudes and Interactions During the Early Phases of Sex-
integration." YZo:th and Societ , Vol. 10, No. 2, Dccernber, 197R (with
D. Gillman) pp. 165-191.

"Marriage, Family and Careers: Perceived Problems and Solutions Among Air
Force Cadets." Inter-University Seminar on Armed Forces and Society,
ay 1979 (with D. Gillman and D. Harris). This will probably be submitted

to The Journal of Marriage and Family.

Any additional details concerning specific project aims or results from data

analyses are available from the principal investigator.
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in recent decades a number of social and cultural changes have been taking place

in the American society which have significantly affected organizations as well as

other societal institutions. These include expanding roles for women and emerging

varieties of life styles. Obviously, these are closely interrelated and have impli-

cations for military and other work organizations.

The present paper focuses on changing roles for men and women in the military

and Droblems in the integration of career, marriage and family for future officers.

Specifically we will examine perceptions, plans and expectations of male and female

Air 7orce Academy cadets. Data were obtained from third-year cadets but we plan to

folloi up these individuals at a later time in order to see how their career, mar-

riage and family plans changed. In this paper first we will discuss the role of

military families and some of thetrends in changing family life styles. Second we

will present some information provided by cadets concerning their expected life

patterns. Then, we will outline some individual, as well as organizational, problems

that may enmerge as these officers work out their life styles.

Changing Family Life and the Military Family

Most social science and popular writing in the last ten or fifteen years has

stressed the changing nature of family life related to a number of social and cul-

tural changes. Gaonon and Greenblat have characterized these changes as a movement

tciard -ncreased individual and situational flexibility in familial relationships.

.ormsof flexibility in life situations and the reversibility of individual choices

have become dominant. This has meant that people no longer regard marital and fam-

ily decisions as irreversible and the family participants as irreplaceable. This

set the stage for the development and recognition of a wider variety of life de-

signs such as living alone,single parenthood,and cohabitation. At the same time

the importance of the extended family and the traditional nuclear family has dimin-

ished. For example, there are many more childless couples which are only "part" of
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a family. And more people are living as "fragmented families" (i.e. widows, divorced

people with children, et...).

It is important te remember, however, that close to forty-five nercent of the

pooulation still live in nuclear families. Thus, Gagnon and Greenblat and others

are not :ointi-q to the demise of the "American family" but rather indicating more

variability and flexibility n family forms. This means that there will be small,

tut steady, increases in the numbers of people choosing alternate styles and that

individuals are more likely to live in a variety of life-designs during different

:Iases of their life. These changes, in turn, impinge upon other areas of social

41;e -- 5articulary work.

Orientations concerning military family life have been rather contradictory.

Dual emohases concerning males and sexual exploits in field situations as well as

the ir-ortance and dedication to family units have been the themes. As Goldman

oints out, (1973 p. 145) these are rooted in traditional sex role definitions.

-o,.ever, these definitions have been changing as more females have been incorporated

into the Armed Forces and general sex roles have changed.

For officers, however, the family has been regarded as a dominant force be-

cause it is seen as an integral part of military life and a supportive resource for

rale careers. The family also has been regarded as an important device in the adap-

tation to strains, and separations that often occur in military life. These ori-

entations are still dominant and a cupportive family is regarded as essential for

o-fficers to move into higher ranks. (Goldman 1973, p. 145).

row ndve wuien officers aaaptea to miiitary family expectations? Not so long

ac's, rilitary policy limited their life styles -- i.e. married female personnel

rad limited roles and if they became pregnant they were discharged. The preference

was "or single women who could devote their full attention to military demands.

~ese colicies have changed, but attitudes will be slower to change.
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In a recent review of military family research (McCubbin, Dahl.and Hunter, 1976,

.292, it was pointed out that the military has been slow to reconnize the need

for changing policies for people wanting different family and life designs. One

of the ams of the present paper is to describe family plans and orientations of

future officers in order to see what issues and problems may lie ahead for the

'ir Force. This is particularly cogent in terms of future female officers as they

Oe(in to plan their future service comwitments. In the following section we will

exarnre information from Air Force Academy cadets on these issues.

Career, Marriace and Family Orientations of Cadets

4,ha co future officers expect for their family life and what, if any, prob-

lers co the's oerceive? We will focus on plans concerning the integration of career,

marriage and family,and relate thea to other attitudes and behavior patterns.

Sata "'or this caper were obtained from questionnaires that have been adminis-

tered to a -atched sample of males and females in the first integrated class at

e.S. Air Force ,Academy. The original population of 153 female cadets were

a:cne.c o) the basis of family military history and composite academic scores, to

a sar-ole of 195 males from the same class. They are part of a longitudina7 study

trat is 'racing the progress of sex-integration at the Air Force Academy over a

four-y'ear ceriod. Cadets have completed questionnaires at least once a year for the

>~n: ~ years. During this time some cadets have left the Academy and the samDle

zm I.in the wst recent administration of questionnaires, we

ctarred information from 96 male cadets and 90 females.

,oct 7f the information we will be reporting in this paper was obtained in

Fcr',ari, "972. Items renortina career, marriage, and family plans, expectations

ard errreticns have been analyzed and these variables related to several measures

fror2 orior questionnaires. The measures include scales concerning attitudes toward

iainc wdrren's roles, as well as attitudes towdrd women at the Air Force Academy
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end women in military leadership ana ,ombat roles. (Spence et al., 1973 DeFleur

et al., 1977). Data reported in this paper are preliminury and are of a descrip-

tive nature -ince we have not had time to carry out more complex analyses. First,

we will describe intended marriage and family plans of cadets. Then we will relate

tnese to their attitudes concerning sex roles and future career expectations. From

t.is we will outline several apparent preferred life styles.

.rrace and Career Plans

Virtually all cadets indicated they planned on marrying (see Table 1). However,

,-en .i examined the resnonses, we found that a few more women were sliohtly unsure

sou:* this. There were no differen-es in when males and females said the), expected

"'v r',, . On the average, they indicated this would be two to six ye,:.rs after Academy

]radjaticn. When asked if they felt family would always come before their career,

otn nales and females responded affirmatively and two-Lhirds agreed strongly or

onewinat with the statement (Table 1). At the same time, there weren't any sex dif-

ferences in the level of agreement about the importance of preparing for a career.

,,e asked whether they would pursue a full-time career even if they or their spouse

-ad enouch money to live comfortably without working and again differences between

sexes were not significant (see Table 1). However, responses indicated that

-ales were somewhat more certain than females that they would always have a career.

Thus, we find that both male and female cadets subscribed strongly to marriace

as .qe1 I as careers. This is not particularly surprising although such responses

e carefully interpreted. Studies have shown that, given gender socialization

r airirn in our society, most college males do not find it difficult to orenare

or careers and realistically assume they will have marriage arid family life. (Koma-

-cv;s, 1973). Hcwever, -he salience of careers for women has been less since they

r.:cp'1ze1 tne prohlems of trying to combine work and family given current work and
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. such situations, young women often express a oreference for a life style

rather than indicating a choice between career and family. Hie>y also espouse a

n.:r- reency approach for their futures. That is, they tend to approach marriage,

lamily and career as flexible, adaptive, and accoiaodative phases in their life

rater than patterns of continuous development in an all or nothing situation.

Arcrist ana Almquist, 1975). Fron the present data it is difficult to probe

Qsecoically such orientations but other questionnaire items provided some insights.

7am Orientatiors

.,hat are cacet attitudes concerning children? Again, we found no sex dif-

;,reces. Over three-quarters of male and female cadets indicated they definitely

n ona ly plan on having children (Table 1). While both males and females agreed

snat h avira a family is important, they also indicated that they needed work apart

'-rr- th'eir family in order to have fulfillment. When asked the extent to which they

"houc~t eine a parent would interrupt the development of their career, there were

stroqn sex differences with females saying yes and males disagreeing with the state-

iaes and ferales also differed in their preferred child-care arrangements.

:es25~5' So questions concerning whether parents should be in the home when

c e'. a ro y nunri, and the types of child-care arrangements they would prefer,

cr, oa evidence of this (Table 1). Males strongly subscribed to the statement

'.. ,'d ;r, ,lts should be in the home when children are young. Females mostly agreed

-u ruS as strongly. In terms of child-care, most male cadets indicated they pre-

e t i; the nome while females were more willing to use outside help and agen-

-i . :r,-, as schnol and child-care centers.

hs, we find tnat most male cadets have indicated a preference for a rather

s r-c':isnal life style -- marriage, children, someone in the home caring for chil-

!. ard no disruptions in their own careers. This is consistent with their responses
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to a question concerning their preferred life style in fifteen years -- only a

fifth indicated a possibility of dual careers and a family or other variations

(see Table 1). We would assume, then, that they will seek mates to fit into tra-

ditional military family life styles.

On the other hand, female cadets subscribed to marriage and family goals but

a sicnificint proportion also wanted careers. This was clear in terms of their pre-

ferred life style in fifteen years. Over half indicated they thought they would

be in dual career families and only a small proportion thought they would be married

without careers (Table 1). These results are similar to studies of other collee-

age wonmn who express strong desires to assume wife and mother roles while simul-

taneously pursuing careers. However, most are uncertain how they will work cut

these conflicting demands. In general, young women express much faith in the help

and support of future mates (Gump, 1972). One might speculate, however, that it

will be more difficult for female cadets to solve these problems given some of the

der-ands ofmilitary careers and possible involvement with male cadets. This is

clearly illustrated in responses to another question.

Cadets were presented with a hypothetical situation where they were con-

sidering marriage to a persor who also had a career and they were asked how to

resolve conflicting demands in such a situation. Male and female responses were

S iyyi , _n,,y different (Table 1) The majority of males indicated they would

" .2rry but let one career be dominant for the time being. While a number of

female cadets also agreed to the temporary career dominance situation, many more

IU ;,y Y.uuu u*e wili I'y Lu iave buL!i IMIvducVUdi pursue their careers,

wYnatever the sacrifice, even if it meant living apart.

;-*titu>?5 Toward Women's Roles

As we have seen in a number of questionnaire items, there are rather consistent

.-,ale and female differences. Throughout the longitudinal study we have been moni-

tcr'rqj, her diffeences between the sexes, particularly in terms of attitudes
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toward sex roles. We have queried cadets several times concerning attitudes toward

women's roles and women in the military. A short form (25 items) of the SDence-

Helmreich Attitudes Toward Women Scale was administered. This scale (AWS) contains

tem:. cncernn'n various rights and roles of women in areas such as work, education

and sexual activity. Scores range from 0 to 75 with higher scores representing

more favorable orie-tations toward changing roles. The results have indicated two

trends. There are strong male and female differences with male cadets expressing

much less positive attitudes toward changing roles. Also, we found that male and

f e"ale attitudes have not changed significantly sice rriving ot the Academy. 2

Tes_ differpnces should be kept in mind as we examine relationships between AWS

scores and cadet marriage and family orientations.

Ie also have two measures of cadet attitudes toward women in military roles.

ThrouQh prior factor analyses we obtaired two short scales -- Attitudes Toward

the integration of Females into the USAFA and Women in Combat and Military Leader-

shic Roles. (DeFleur et. al., 1978). Scores on these two factors were also related

to cadet marriage and family orientations.

Scores on the attitudes scales were related to cadet perceptions of their life

4r fifteen years, desired child-care arrangements and preferred solutions to marriage

and career conflicts. Few significant relationships emerged and these were in the

redicted direction. That is, more traditional attitudes toward sex roles also

meant more traditional preferences in future life styles. For example, among fe-

!ale cadets we found a relationship between scores on the Attitudes Toward Women

minu cneir, preferrea IiTe style in rIfteen years. (see Taole 2). Similarly,

rales who were less enthusiastic concerning changing women's roles, preferred

traditional child-care arrangements within the home. (Table 2). Preferences for

sjcn child-care arrannements also were related to less enthusiastic attitudes

corcerning women at the Air Force Academy.
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Attitudes toward women in military and combat leadorship roles were related

to ot.er variables for female cadets. This is not surprising since these issues

are relevant to their futures. For example, results indicated that females who

were enthusiastic concerning women in military leadership and combat roles also

said they were more willing to make sacrifices in potential marriage and career

'conf~icts. (Table 2).

Female cadet attitudes toward women in changing civilian and military roles

also were related to future career plans. That is, young women who expected to

e-ter traditional male fields such as pilot and navigator were much more enthusiastic

, out women in military leadership roles and changing societal roles. In addi-

tion, young women who expected to attain ranks of major or higher, were more positive

toward women in leadership and combat roles. In contrast, those with less enthu-

siastic attitudes tended to expect to enter more traditional career fields such

as medical, personnel, and finance, and many indicated they probably would not

attain ranks above captain. Thus, even though in general, female cadets tended to

he positive concerning changing military roles for women and changing societal roles,

there were differences among these young women.

Rnlationships With the Opposite Sex

Another variable we explored was the nature of current cadet relationships

witn tre opposite sex. We wanted to see whether the nature of current involvements

i,1 .ff,ct futiire plans and perceived problems. On a questionnaire item asking

about this, we tried to assess whether cadets were involved in more casual rela-

tionships such as dating different people, going with one person, but not exclu-

sively, or whether they were more extensively involved -- that is, going exclusively

e.ntn one person, engaged or had a definite future commitment. Comparisons between

tle and female cadets were very interesting. Approximately 80 percent of male

cadets indicated that they were simply dating different peo le. A small number
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-aid they were engaged or had a definite commitment. Among female cadets there

wer- slightly fewer than half with a low level of involvement,while the remainder

indicated more serious involvemenL6, in fact, over ?2 percent of female cadets

2said they were engaged or had a definite commitment. (X =18.54, p7.0001).

Who are cadets involved with? Again we found differences between males and

2
ferales. (X =124.96, p=.000). The majority (85 percent) of the female cadets

indicated they were involved with cadets and other military personnel, while males

Laid they were involved with local civilians or those from outside the immediate

area. A very small number said they were involved with female cadets. Given the

I - ratio at the Academy these patterns are not surprising,yet it is interesting,

civen clear-cut attitude differences, that female cadets are so extensively involved

with male cadets. These involvements could lead to areas of conflict in future

relationships in fact it seems likely given the differences in marriage and family

orientations.

In order to explore the possible impact of current relationships, we classified

cadets into low and high attachment levels and calculated a series of Chi-squares.

Table 3 contains a summary of these analyses. As can be seen, very few were sig-

-ificant at the .05 level. This indicates that present relationships with the

onposite sex did not seem to make a difference in preferred life styles, child-

carp arrangements or solutions to marriage and career conflicts. This may indi-

cat, that cadets have not yet begun to think seriously about potential problems

in these areas.

" - t. t3 ;t .... ,: '.- ;e otio,-,sh,s V,, less tha, .05 iy-

nificance were for females and their future career plans (see Table 3). Female

cadets with less involvenent more often expected to enter non-traditional career

fields and expected to attain a higher rank in their careers. The opposite was

true for female cadets who had already formed strong attachments to the opposite

sex. Similarly, when we asked male and female cadets to estimate when they would

ar~1 and have children, we found a strong relationship with the level of current
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i,'vulvuient with the upposite sec (x 2  probabilities were .01 or less). Those who

saic t"ey had definite commitments also indicated they expecteJ to marry and have

cnildren sooner (x2 probabilities were .03 or less). in the next section, we will

synthesize these findings and describe the expected life patterns of male and fe-

Iale cadets.

Work and Family Patterns

From the data we have examined several future patterns of combining family and

:ar-eer e..:erge. Virtually all cadets, at this point in time, want careers, marriacie

,,< cnlaren but it's clear that these may be integrated in different ways for males

_,,- te:.ales. In the following paragraphs we will describe these preferred work and

la'ilv styles.

At present, most male cadets prefer a rather traditional career, marriage and

.c ily adaptation. They expect to marry, have children and have continuous career

Jevelop::ent. They also seem to prefer combining these in ways that involve rather

clear-cut and separate tasks for each sex. Their attitudes indicate that they view

fel ale roles as botn supportive and subordinate to male roles. This is not surprising

• :i en tne kind of young men who are attracted to the Air Force Academy and the

fa.ily orientations that tend to be reinforced at the Academy.

# ,,ong ferale cadets there appear to be two different patterns. Generally,

0]1"'(,,dles subscribed to the notion that they would like to marry and have children

z*', ,ost to half seemed to be planning more specifically for marriage and children.

',]any of these indicated they planned to marry and begin their family within a

rF!j~Livejy snort perioa atter initiation ot their Air Force career. These were the

sa;'e youn( woien who said they expected more traditional female careers within the

Air Force and their rank expectations were concentrated in the ranks of captain and

I. c, They also tended to prefer more traditional child-care arrangements and
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Visudlized their futire life as involvinq clear commitments to marriage and family

roles. These cadets may end up in a rather typical situation where work and home

roles are alternated in different phases nf their life (Fogarty et al., p. 108).

Frequently, young women devote their early adult years to training, education, and

establishing careers. This is followed by a few years where they drop out in order

,o rear and raise children. Increasingly,woren are then returning to work. While

odr data do not F'ovide specific information concerning these phases, it appears

t.at a number of these young women are headed in this direction.

Anot rer segment of female cadets seem to be expecting more of a continuous

career Dattern with marriage and minimum interruption for child bearing. For ex-

crmle, these said they thought they would be in dual career families and that they

would be more willing to sacrifice, even to the point of living anart, in the case

of marriaae and career conflicts. They want children but, at the same time, indi-

cated more willinqness to turn to outside agencies for child-care help.

At the present time, these young women have lesser attachments to members of

the opposite sex. Many expect to attain a rank of major or above in their Air Force

careers and are headed toward less traditional female career fields within the Air

rorce, e.g. pilot, navigator. Thus, it's not surprising that these young women were

less traditional than other females in their attitudes toward women's roles and

w. or~rn in military roles.

W6ill these young women actually be able to move ahead with their careers and at

t*e sare time integrate marriage and child-bearing? It is not easy. A number of

, ,W j;,U V ,I'Lc uu aL L L u lI Lt: II l up w Lh an uver lUld u" responsio, I-

ities and a great deal of stress concerning conflicting and competing demands (Coser

arnd Pokoff, 1971). We will discuss some of these in the last section of the paper.

Even thouqh young people prefer certain patterns of roles and may begin with

i.:se, they often change as circumstances change throughout their life cycle. While
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,e used future plans and expectations to obtain d picture of cadet adaptations, many

av niot actally end up in such patterns. However, these configurations may be used

as a starting point for understanding personal as well as professional dilemmas and

Droclems that lie ahead for male and female officers.

There are a number of theoretical and practical questions in this investigation

Snat need further exploration. It is beyond the scope of the present discussion but

we itend to continue our analyses. We will examine the possible antecedents of dif-

ferent work and family patterns and try to understand the role of backaround factors,

-ast <ily experiences and other socio-demographic factors in choosino certain life

.. At the same time, it is necessary to consider Academy experiences and cur-

'ert situational factors that may have an impact on cadet preferences. Only through

continued analyses will we be able to obtain a mnre general perspective concerning

the develoDment of different life expectations and plans.

Individual and Organizational Problems and Issues

In this section we will discuss a number of possible problems and issues in

ter -s of both individuals and military organizations and adaptations to different

life styles. Changing family and sex role norms have resulted in more discussions

Lorcerning strains and prohlems associated with a number of these changes. We will

out inn a few that are particularly relevant to the situation under study, beginning

,*ith a discussion of individual strains that many of the cadets may experience.

Individual Strains

tI ~ L L ,,,l I ,, 'iUt t LdUi IuL ,UrI. 1 d It rulies buL Lhese are not without

stress (Pleck, 1975). For example, males in traditional work and family roles typ-

ically have strong feelings of responsibliity for wives and family and worry about

whether tney will be good providers. Pressures for achievement also have been linked

to i..ale roles creating stress for males to compete for education and work. (Rapoport

,Jnd Rapoport, 1977). Male cadets may experience these strains as they begin to enter
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roles.

The life patterns females prefer will lead to a number of different problems.

ourg women trying to alteriaLe family ard work may experience several types of

cressure. Educatea women in family roles often feel "trapped" -- isolated from

sti,ulating situations. Resentment builds and frequently results in family problems.

booort and Rapoport, 1977). However, different pressures build when they con-

sier re-entering work -- a,rbivalence and indecision. Typically spouses have mixed

ei>s about such changes and this creates additional dilemmas. Support systems

:, er Lre needed in women's transition from work to family and family to work roles.

e :ale cadets who indicated a preference for a continuous career pattern Could

,: :>ernce strains either as a single career woman or as a member of a dual career

- 1 ily. Since most female cadets were quite strongly committed to marriage, a high

;rc>,.r tori apparently are heading toward oual careers and, in this case, probably

otrer r,i1itary personnel.

Se' ales in dual career families report internal as well as external stress.

OstOci,, i/2,. These develop because women find it difficult to reconcile their

,oncepts of home and family with career pressures. Often they feel inadequate in

,!ne or otn areas. Women also report that it is very difficult to create feelings

cf rlji y for both partners where there are competing careers. (Rapoport and Rapcport,

i. in addition, women report feelings of frustration in their worK because they

!(r't n1 tikev are taken seriously. Williams found that Air Force women in dual

,Kur-,_er ;ilies expressed this concern. (Williams, 1979). The same study also

t'-- A.,,, i,=y .um,.co ii Mji Lileci U' LIhtf ir ucreer on tneir

-::,s' future given their inability to carry out many traditional obligations of

;,Hitury wives. Such strains are not easily alleviated.

2.,uies in dual career families also tend to express ambiguities and strain.

They often find it difficult to adopt egalitarian practices in the home and often

ave proLe;,is coruiniting themselves to career advancement for their wives. (Rapoport

,-: ort. 1977). Yet, thesp orientations are vital in dual career faiis.
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r; i.i"~e, a study f women in sex-atypical careers found that the most important

Tr'jm> contributing to womien's success was the orientation of spouse. In families

.2.erc ales were actively supportive and involved in family duties, women tended to

_I ,n their careers longer and greater marital happiness was reported. (Bielby,

7 -oport and Rapoport, 1976). Dudl career families appear to need strong con-

,,'w- tetveen mates and a willingness to redefine traditional p)roblems and strains

'.~r o attain integration of work and family life. It is essential that mili-

'"-:aizations recognize these strains and try to provide adequate counseling

.. r ilities in order to mleet the needs of increasinQ numbers of dual career

" .r, dni Faiii ly Issues

iary organizations increasingly are concerned about various family and life

t_-s since recruitmient of personnel, retention rates and organizational efficiency

:r-e affected. As Williams has indicated, "Military planners in all service

-'cr-.s are becoming concerned about the effects of dual-career couples, single

i.L: fa i Iies and other alternative family styles upon the operational mission.

.ic:s, 1979). These concerns have led to some policy changes as well as the de-

. .lc er- of a number of family-oriented human relations and corifnunity services.

.. ver, farily and work policies are complicated by more general issues concerning

s_'e ._,ization of women and women in combat. These will have to be taken into ac-

, .s htf Hli ,I try uun iders probiems of work and family.

.. r:, dre some of the issues? Clearly, a variety of military policies need to

.- :, "inea specifically in terms of how they impinge upon different work and family

o/i5. :,i -iadition, there should be greater recognition of various life styles and

IJfb provided at the Academy and other places. Also, more supporting services,

-Dr inuividuals and families, need to be developed to aid military personnel with

seir proslems. In the following paragraphs we will briefly discuss some of these

r, n sr
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:11 tn'e ,ilitary, as welI as oLher social institutions, central issues in work

.i policies are flexibility and increased options. In particular, researchers

, -, exajfinec dual-career families and problems of women have emphasized these

. .olmstrom, 1972; Rapoport and Rapoport, 1976). Suggestions for meeting such

:cais nave included flexible work schedules, more variation in the structuring of ca-

e,-s ana obs and greater utilization of part-time work. Along these same lines,

.e ,litary ,eeds to go beyond the consideration of field placements and geographical

ents and consider possibilities for different patterns of work. For example,

,j canges in assignments essential for most personnel? How many remote

re t~eedeu or could these assignments be handled differently? Are there acii-

Ss~ons for career patterns?

consideration would be to allow for more interruption in military careers.

- reset. time, policies provide for maternity leaves but perhaps longer child-

,..,, lees jno part-time work should be considered since our data indicated that

c-e no '-,;f of the female cadets v;ere cowimitted to families and limited career

±eice. -ne training investment in these future officers is considerable and it

.. e esirable to develop provisions that would retain their utilization for as

. :;sssiole. The military should actively consider various policies that would

u>- ..1 rat periods of work and family so officers could be on a standby or

(2 1, tor a few years without losing seniority and other benefits. Such

. ,cil itate family and work integration. Such policies also would prob-

i ',ecessitite additional child-care facilities since typically this is an area of

,:ujL uI I u uu a Ldreer dli 11eS. kdpOpurL and Rapoport, i976).

:O siceruLiorI of the need and endorsement of a specific family pattern in the

* jr,_ in e ssential. For example, how important is it to the career of an officer

: a person occupying the hostess role? Perhaps it isn't as central as imagined.

,rt Study of dual careers found that sonde of the most successful males had only

. _r,,cut.t of family social support. (Holimstrom, 1972). This was true even in
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i c:Irs S where there was strong verLdl allegiA.ce to such requirewents. in fact,

s r :.e ien and treir famil ius renorred that career support could be cut dras-

,,.:itnaut hurting career advancement and that when social activities were needed,

-.est could be facilitated through o:itside help. The questioning of assumptions and

:eve ,, en: of greater tolerance and legitimation of a variety of life styles will

" n itary organizations as well as their ;.iembers. At the present time, mili-

3en ar ,,owen wno do not conform to traditional family models often experience

... , _r even informal sanctions. Undoubteoly, their contributions are affetei

,. avar iety of educational arn courseling programs are rieeded to ,ep in-

uri] f ,a:,I lies handle stress and problems. For example, at the Academy, t.ere

, e ,Or-e ciscussions for cadets concerning different life styles and their reO-

-C l (ire soae available but they are limited in scope.

, ' 'Ji, :ilitary policies and orientations need tc: be reex-amined with an eve

:.,mns for 'he integration of work and family. ,s this research an, ctner3

i-i-,: ':re people are opting for alternative life styles. ;ith these cranges,

a ilso will have to make changes in orcer to recruit and miaintain er ee
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Foo.notes

1. This researcn is supported by AFOSR grant 78-3627. However, the opinions ex-
pressed by the authors are not those of the Department of Defense, U.S. Air
Force or U.S. Air Force Academy.

2. A recent study of male and female students in four different fields (management,
law, education and social work) also used the AWS scale (Wertheim, et al., 1978)
and can be used for comparisons. When we compared the mean scores of male and
female cadets to these civilians we found that, in general, male cadet scores
were significantly more traditional than their male counterparts and that f~male
cadet scores tended to be the same as other students. For example, a comparison
o overall civilian male mean with the male cadet mean yielded a t of 4.02, with
P=CO1 whereas the civilian female mean compared to the female cadets mean re-
suited in a t of 1.385, and p=.20 (these are two-tailed tests).
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